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REVIEW 

 Attitudes – Excited, horrified, perplexed, nonchalant. 

 Observations – Doesn’t mean one isn’t saved or is inferior. 

 Kinds of tongues – Sign, ministry, and devotional. 

 A pattern – Jews, Paul, Gentiles, even Samaritans. 

 False beliefs – Not for everyone, ceased, it happens if God wills it. 

 

CONTINUE 

 You’ll get a demon.  LUKE 10:17-19, LUKE 11:11-13 Jesus addressed this concern 

Himself. 

SOME CONCLUSIONS 

 

     1.  It’s biblical. 

          A.  1 CORINTHIANS 14:2 – Speaking to God “in the Spirit.” 

          B.  1 CORINTHIANS 14:14-17 – It’s a decision to pray beyond the mind. 

          C.  1 CORINTHIANS 14:18 – Paul did it often. 

          D.  1 CORINTHIANS 14:39 – To forbid it is wrong. 

 

     2.  It’s beneficial. 

          A.  Edifies.  1 CORINTHIANS 14:4 – Edify means to build up or charge.  What’s wrong  

                with building ourselves up with tongues or the church with prophecy?  One is private,  

                the other is public. 

          B.  It assists us in prayer.  ROMANS 8:26-27 

          C.  It stimulates faith and love.  JUDE 20-21 

          D.  It helps control the tongue.  JAMES 3:8 

          E.  It enhances praise and thanksgiving.  1 CORINTHIANS 14:17 

          F.  It provides spiritual refreshing and rest.  ISAIAH 28:11-12 

          G.  It helps us stay Spirit-Filled.  EPHESIANS 5:17-20 

          H.  It’s part of our Christian armor.  EPHESIANS 6:18 

           I.   It’s a way to speak directly to God.  1 CORINTHIANS 14:2 

      

     3.  It’s a choice. 

          A.  The Spirit doesn’t force Himself on anyone.  1 CORINTHIANS 14:14-15 We choose  

                 to pray and sing in tongues as we do in English. 

          B.  It’s by faith we receive and yield to the Spirit.  GALATIANS 3:2 Faith for all things  

                comes by hearing the Word. 

 

CONCLUSION:  Don’t let anything hold you back from experiencing this wonderful work of  

     the Spirit in your life.  Don’t be robbed by false teaching, intimidation, fear, or the devil  

     himself.  The benefits are too many and too meaningful to be ignored.  Just ask the Father for  

     the Spirit, believe you receive Him and yield your tongue to His promptings.  Some speak  

     fluently right away; others take a little while.  Be sure it’s not God withholding anything from  

     us.  Just continue thanking the Father for filling you with the Spirit and giving      you a new  

     tongue with which to speak directly to Him.    


